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Abstract 
Liavelength Division M d t  i plexing ( WDM) can be an attractive alternative over 
Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) in fiber communications both within the inter- 
office links as weil as in the subsaiber network 4s a result, components capable 
of multi-wavelength operation have becorne increasingly important. For the realiz- 
at ion of multi-wavelength laser sources, the arrayed app roach has b e n  particulad y 
attractive. Since the Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser is the laser diode of choice 
for long-haul high-speed fiber links, DFB laser arrays have received much attention 
in the literature recen t -  Nevertheless, these components have been slow to ma- 
terialize due to the complexity in their design and fabrication. Hence, the theme 
of this thesis is to dernonstrate practical and simple methods of wavelength con- 
trol in Ridge waveguide DFB laser arrays via modeling, analysis and experimental 
denionst ration. 
in the first part of this thesis, a quasi-threedimensional model of the DFB 
laser is developed. In addition to the longitudinal description. a two-dimensionol 
transverse description of the laser bas been incorporated. This enables one to carry 
out a detailed study of the transverse ridge waveguide structure identi@ing its effects 
on the lasing performance. 
Ln the second part of this thesis, DFB laser arrays capable of emission at mul- 
tiple wavelengths are studied and experimentally demonstrated. The techniques 
demonstrated here are simple, inexpensive and practical. A uniform holographie 
esposure is used for al1 the lasers in the array which greatly simplifies the fabric- 
ation process. Only the final lithographic step is used for dehing the wavelength. 
hvelength tuning range as high as Snm is demonstrated for the first time using ._ ' 
ridge wiclth and riclge tilt control. Important transverse effects such as tilt-induced 
transverse periodicity and their role in transverse mode selection have been identi- 
fied. Other salient features such as transverse mode stability in multi-mode ridge 
waveguide structures and their effect on tuning range have been demonstrated. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 A Brief Historical Introduction 
The use of iight to transmit information is not a new idea. Alexander Graham Bell 
inwnted the "photophonen and filed a patent for it in 1880. This was an instrument 
that used reflected sunlight to transmit information. Nevertheless, it was the wired 
telephone that brought great fame for Graham Belll not the photophone. The forces 
of technology and economics of that day were in favour of the wired telephone seto 
and the idea of using opticd signals was put to rest until the mid-1900. 
The revolutionary developments in science and technology that took place during 
the post-war era rekindled the interest in opticôl communications. The invention 
of the laser followed later by the glass f i e r  were two important milestones in the 
development of photonics. The invention of the laser source made it possible to have 
a carrier frequency in the tera-hertz frequency range. The invention of glass fibers 
made it possible to guide light within a flexible cable. However even - .  the best fiber 
of the 1960's had an attenuation of ldB/m. The breakthrough in fiber technoIogy 
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occurred at Corning Glass Works in 1970 with the demonstration of the low-loss 
single-mode silica g l a s  fiber. This had an attenuation of just 20dB/km at the 
visible wavelength of 632n.m. Subsequent development in the technology improved 
the losses even further. Today it stands at O.SdB/km at 1.55pm wavelength. 
The pardel  development in semiconductor electronics dso played a key role in 
photonics. Not only did it lead to the electronic Integrated Circuit (IC), but also 
to the semiconductor laser. Without semiconductor lasers it is doubtfd if optical 
communications wodd have evolved to where it is today. Semiconductor lasers 
provided a cheap, compact and efficient source of Light. One important feature that 
sets it apart from other laser sources was the fact that it could be directly modulated 
at extremely high speeds. 
1.2 Towards Higher Bit Rates 
Tliroughout the evolution of fiber transmission systems the trend has been towards 
higher and higher modulation speeds. The h s t  fiber field-trial conducted by Amer- 
ican Telephone and Telegraph ( AT&T) in 1977 was at the DS-3 rate of 45 Mbits/s 
at 1.3pm [Il. The first long distance Li& was instded in 1980 using multi mode 
fibers at the DS-4 rate of 270 Mbits/s. A n e r  synchronous multiplexing plan c d e d  
SONET was later proposed. This was based on a 51.84 Mbits/s signal known as 
OC-1 and has since been accepted as the international stmdaxd [2]. Since the early 
1990's the OC48 system at a bit rate of 2-48 Gbits/s has been commercially avail- 
able. The OC-192 operating at 10 Gbits/s is presently being actively deployed as 
the new standard for communication appbcations. 
The wavelength of choice for telecommunications is around 1.3pm and 1.55prn. 
In the convent ional fiber, these correspond to the low-dispersion and the low-loss 
windows respect ively. The t rade-offs between dispersion and loss has always been 
a point of debate in deciding which wavelength to choose. Nthough historicdy 
the preference has been towards 1.3pm, due to the recent developments in Erbium 
Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) and Dispersion Compensation Techniques, 1.55pm 
lias emerged as the wavelength of choice. 
It is questionable if the speed can be increased beyond 10 Gbitsls, both from 
a physical and also from a cost stand point. The inherent speed Limitation of the 
laser itseif poses one lirnit, whiie the expensive and extensive support circuitry 
requïred to drive the Laser at such high speeds poses another Iimit. in order to 
better utilize the fiber and ED FA bandwidths, the technique of Wavelength Division 
Muftiplexhg (WDM) has been proposed [3]. This is essentidy a multi-channel 
system with each optical channe1 separated from one another in the wavelength 
tlomain (or equidentl- in the optical frequency domain) and each channel cmying 
tlieir maximum signal capacity simultaneously. The concept of multi-wavelength 
systems itself is not al1 that new. It has been studied extensively in the past twenty 
pars. However? due to the lack of reliable components for transmitters and receivers, 
commercial application of multi-wavelength systems has not yet emerged. 
1.3 Semiconductor Lasers for Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing 
From mhat has been proposed in the iiterature for the realization of practical mdti- 
wavelength lasers one can identifjr two major streams of thought. One approach is 
to have a set of fdly tunable lasers which are capable of fast and dynamic tuning 
from one channe1 to another. The second approach is to have an arrai of lasers each 
operating at a fixed but different wavelength. Although the former approach is more 
appealing at first. lasers which exhibit fast tuning and yet show stable behaviour are 
dificult to realize in practice. As a result, the second option has been receiving a 
lot of attention lately. It can be argued that a comb of rvavelengths operating at pre- 
defined wavelength spacings can be hinctiondy similar to a discretely tunable laser. 
Further, the fabrication technology of laser arrays is not a fimdamental departure 
from solitas, laser technology, but rather an extension from it. This is always a 
favoured characteris t ic in any emerging technology- 
1.4 Review of DFB Laser Models 
Distributed Feedback (DFB) lasers are arguably one of the most complicated opte  
eiectronic devices to model. They cover a broad range of areas such as quantum 
processes, semiconductor carrier transport effects? the interaction of the optical fields 
with passive and active gratings and opticd wave guiding effects. -4s a result. it is 
futile to speak of an all-inclusive comprehensive model of the DFB laser. Different 
models, depending on the author's areas of expertise. tend to describe different 
features of the DFB laser to different degrees of detail. 
The main featureç that set the DFB laser apart from the conventional Fabry- 
Perot laser are the spectral selectivity and the spatial-hole burning effect. The spec- 
tral selectivity is provided by the gratings etched along the length of the device. 
Spatial hole burning refers to the longitudinal variation in carrier density that aises 
as a result of the longitudinal variation in opticd intensity. Most of the modeling 
efforts in DFB Lasers are centered around correctly and eficiently describing these 
two effects. 
The original paper suggesting lasing action in comgated structures was by 
DFB Models 
Standing Wave ïkaveling Wave 
Approach Approach 
a Transfer hlatrix Method [4, a Power Matrix Method [20, 
Soda [IO. 111. a Time-Domoin Large-Signal 
Traveling Wave Model [21. 
'31. 
a Other Standing Wave Mod- 
o Transmission Line Laser 
els [15, 16, 17, 18, 191. 
Model [24, 25, 16, 26, 27' 
a O ther Traveling Wave Mod- 
Figure 1.1: Swnmary DFB laser models and references. 
Iiogelnik and Shank in 1971 [32]. Aithough monumental, it only presents a Linear 
mode1 of the laser and does not consider important DFB effects such as spatial hole 
burning. In later years severd approaches to modeting DFB lasers have ernerged. 
Basically, two approaches to modeling DFB lasers have emerged: the Standing 
C h e  Approach and the Traveling Wave approach. Ln the Standing Wave Approach 
the fields inside the cavi ty are assumed to be at steady state, having gone through 
many round-trips in the cavity. This leads to the inherent requîrement that the 
modulation time should always less than the round-trip time. in the Traveling Wave 
approach this assumption is not made: and aJ.I of the transient fields are computed. 
The different contributions to the area of DFB laser modeling is summasized on 
figure 1.1. 
1.5 Review of WDM Laser Arrays 
Severd techniques have been reported in the literature for the control of wavelength 
in DFB laser anays. As early as 1977, laser arrays using stepped holographie 
esposure to control the grating pitch have been reported [33]. 
At present, the most popular method of wavelength control is to use direct E- 
beam writing to create the gratings [34,35]. This method allows enough flexibility to 
arbitrarily alter the grating pitch. However, the E-beam spot size variation as  well 
as the excessive time taken to write a single wafer makes this method unsuitable for 
large scale processing. As a result, other simpler techniques for wavelength control 
have been sought. 
. ho t  her new and attractive technique is the use of printed phase-mask gratings. 
A phase-ma& of arbitrary gratings is generated on silica using Ébeam writing. 
These gratings are then reproduced onto a wafer using contact printing [36, 37, 381. 
Alternatively, selective area epitaxy can be used to control the lateral variation 
in the epitaxial layer composition. By controlling the materid composition fmm 
one laser to the next the laser wavelength can also be controlIed [39, 40,411. Other 
techniques such as synchronous orbital radiation [42], shadow mask growth [43], 
quantum-well intermixing [44] and multi-stripe m a y  gratings [45, 461 have dso 
been reported. Recentiy, the use of thermal fine-tuning to control the wavelength 
has also been demonstrated [47, 481. 
The use of tilting the ridge with respect to the gratings to produce a longer 
effective grating pitch has also been suggested [49]. but a detailed understanding 
of this technique was still lacking tmtil the findings of this thesis were published. 
In addition, the technique of varying the ridge width to control the modal index 
lias also been mentioned but detaiied studies or practical demonstration of this 
technique have not b e n  reported until the results of this thesis were published- 
1.6 Review of Ridge Waveguide DFB Laser Design 
and Process Flow 
In this section a brief outLine of the DFB laser structure and the process is described. 
This should serve as a reference to all subsequent chapters where the structural 
details of the laser are discussed, and also provide some insight into the design 
clioices made in this work. 
The standard ridge waveguide DFB laser stmcture is shown on figure 1.2. As in 
any 1.55pm wavelength laser, the starting material is InP. An  InGaAsP d o y  can 
he lattice matched to this InP substrate and tailored so that its band-gap is approx- 
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Figure 1.2: The structure of the ridge waveguide DFB laser. 
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irnately 0.8eV (or X = 1.55pm). Several epitkvial layers with different band-gaps 
are grmn on the InP substrate by MOCVD. The muiti-quantum wells (MQW) near 
the center of the stock is the gain medium. The thickness and depth of the quantum 
rvelIs define the gain spectrum and the peak gain wavelength. The graded band- 
gap regions above and below the MQW are referred to as Graded Index Separate 
Confinement Heteros tructure (GRINSCH) .The primary purpose of the GRINSCH 
regions is to enhance the optical confinement dong the vertical direction. 
The gratings are made using standard holographie exposure and Lithography. 
These are patterned above the top GRMSCH layen and etched using a wet chernical 
process. Following the grating etch, a layer of InP is re-grown by MOCVD. This re- 
gowth phase is the part which introduces most of the cornplexities in a DFB process. 
-4s a result, several alternative processing schemes to eliminate this phase have been 
proposed [50. 51. 52, 531. Ne~ertheless~ due to the n-eak coupling coefficients in the 
other schemes, the etch and re-growth process is still the most practical scheme used 
in DFB lasers. 
The top most layer is a thick layer of InP. This layer is dry etched to the correct 
climension to provide the necessary laterd optical confinement. The etch-stop layer 
is used as an end-point detection. A layer of metal is deposited at the top and 
bottom of the structure to enable wire bonding to the p and the n side of the device. 
The facets are Left as-cleaved, AR coated or HR coated depending on the application. 
For further fabrication details on ridge waveguide DFB lasers refer to [54, 55, 
-56. 57. 58, 59, 601. 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
In a broad sense, the focus of this thesis is to theoreticdy and experimentally 
investigate various Distributed Feedback Laser Array stmctures capable of emis- 
sion at multiple wavelengths. Specifically? the question of how to control the laser 
wavelength using simple and practical ways axe exomined in detail. There are con- 
cep tudy  simple (but technologicaily challenging) methods such as selective area 
epitaxy and direct Ebeam writing. Alternative methods such as ridge width and 
ridge tilt variation are dso possible. These latter methods hold promise because 
of the e-upected yield and reliability due to the unifomdy etched gratings. For this 
reason. the ernphasis of this dissertation d l  be on the latter two schemes. 
Although the fundamental relationships between Laser behaviour and materid 
parameters are fairly weJl known. very little worlc bas been done to systematically 
stiidy the role of device geometries. This is especidy tme with DFB Lasers. There- 
fore, one of the crucial parts of this research effort bas b e n  the development of a 
realistic physical model of the DFB laser. As a result, the first few chapters of 
this thesis are devoted to the description of this laser model. The later chapters 
examine specific laser array structures. The primary intended application of these 
laser arrays is Wavelength Division Multiplexing in fiber telecommUZLications. 
1.8 Original Contributions Claimed in this Thesis 
Original scientific contributions resulting from this Ph.D research can be summar- 
ized as follows: 
A quasi-three-dimensional DFB laser mode1 in the spectral domain - .  including 
transverse carrier and optical effects has been formuiated and implemented 
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(chapters 2 and 3) [61]. 
0 A mdti-wavelength DFB laser a.rray using ridge width control has been de- 
signed, theoreticdy modeled and experimentaily demonstrated (chapter 4) 
[62, 63, 64? 651. 
A multi-wavelength DFB laser array using ridge tilt control has been theoret- 
i c d y  modeled and e?cperimentdy demonstrated (chapter 5) [66. 671. 
The discrimination of transverse oscillation modes in DFB lasers has been 
identified and explained. It is demonstrated that the laser remains in single 
mode even for waveguides capable of supporting multiple modes, enabling a 
larger tuning range (chapter 4) [6S]. 
0 Wew and previously unknown effects of waveguide tilt on the DFB emission 
cliaracteristics have been theoreticdy studied. and substantiated by ex~er i -  
menta results (chapter 5) [69]. 
Simultaneous four-wavelength WDM transmission into a single fiber has been 
demonstrated for the first time using the vorying ridge width approach (chapter 
4 ). 
1.9 Outline of the Thesis 
For the purpose of clarity, the presentation of the quasi-three-dimensional DFB 
Laser model is loosely divided into the longitudinal and tmnsverse models. Ln 
the actual implernentation the distinction is not that clear cut. In chapter 2 the 
longitudinal DFB laser model is described. A spectral domain approach is tôken 
here, and the whole structure is treated as consisting of a series of discrete feedback 
elements stacked back to back. 
In chapter 3 the transverse DFB laser model is presented. The two-dimensional 
optical mode and the laterd carrier profiles are solved, which are then used to 
calculate the longitudinal parameters of the laser. An analysis of laterd leakage 
current is also presented in this chapter. 
In chapter 4 the va.rying ridge width DFB laser -y is presented. The laser 
model developed in the earlier chapters are applied to predict and interpret the 
measured results from these arrays. It is shown that single mode oscillation can be 
maintained even for ridges wide enough to support multiple modes. These claims 
are substantiated with experimental results. 
In chapter 5 the varying ridge tilt laser array is presented. Using the model 
developed in the earlier chapters. important effects which have so far been ignored 
in the li terature are identified. These are shown to lead to significant implications 
in performance. These claims are substantiated with experimental results. 
Finaliy in chap ter 6 conclusions and suggestions for future research are given. 
Chapter 2 
Distributed Feedback Lasers: 
Longitudinal Mode1 
Introduction 
In tliis chapter the longitudinal DFB laser model is presented. The description is 
based on the coupled wave theory for corrugated opticai waveguides. The analysis 
is carried out in the spectral domain for a continuum of wavelengths. As such, the 
model is inherently capable of capturing the effects of aU the longitudinal lasing and 
non-king modes. The mode1 is developed in this chapter and its applications are 
demonstrated through a few examples at the end of the chapter. 
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2.2 Coupled Wave Theory for Distributed 
back Structures 
For an  ârbitrary dielectric waveguide it is rarely the case that its eigen functions 
will be known in a closed form expression. ln those cases it is often easier to treat 
this as a perturbation problem. If the unperturbed structure is chosen such that 
its eigen solirtions are known in closed forml then the solution of the perturbed 
structure can be espressed simply as a lineu superposition of the unperturbed 
stnictlire's solutions. This is the essence of coupled mode theory. The degree of 
approximation in the theory lies in the magnitude of the perturbation. For larger 
and Lorger perturbations, the accwacy of the mode1 diminishes. Coupled mode 
theory c m  be successfdy appiied up to a rnoderate range of perturbations in grated 
st.ructures. For lorger perturbations, the accuracy of any perturbative approach will 
be dixninished, and other techniques such as the Transfer Matrix Method wiU be 
more appropriate. 
2.2.1 Unperturbed Solution 
The optical wave propagation in an arbitrary medium is governed by Maxwell's 
wave equation of the form: 
ivhere E is the electric field. r)  is the refractive index. J, is a current representing 
the spontaneous emission source, c is the conductivity and c is the speed of light. 
When the refractive index variation is primarily along the transverse x, y plane and 
the axial variation along r is slow, this equation can be decoupled into 
Assuming a time dependency of the form E -. eJWt in the absence of aJ./at and O 
the solution of equation (2.2) can be expresseci by a sum of transverse fields E (xI y) 
with the constants a such as 
In the above expression E, (xt y) asd On are the eigen function and eigen value 
solutions of the fouowing equation: 
and 
Equation (2.4) is the solution of a waveguide with no purtabation. As such, ail 
the cornponents under the summation will be orthogonal to each other representing 
non-interacting eigen mode solutions. 
2.2.2 Perturbed Solution 
Consider a perturbation &J (x, y: 3) aJs ( x ?  y, r ,  t ) /i)t and a being introduced into 
the structure. That is, the refractive index becomes: 
p (x, y, s) = T). (x. y. z )  + A7 (x. y? 2) . (2.7) 
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The solution of equation (2.2) wiU 
for the time and space dependent 
be assumed to be the sarne Form as in (2.4) except 
coefficients a (z.  t). That is, 
Substitution of (2.7) and (2.8) into the wave equation (2.2) and making use of 
the slowly varying approximations (SV. )  
* 
wi th some further mathematical manipulations results in the foiiowing set of coupled 
equations: 
This equation describes the evolution of the mode amplitudes due to the perturbation 
in the system. In an unperturbed system. the mode amplitudes will be invariant 
at al1 times. In the presence of a perturbation, hotvever, the various modes become 
coupled to each other though K, and x, tems. 
Equation (2.11) will be used as the basis for the rest of this chapter. It is generai 
enough at this point to either represent CO-directional or contra-directional coupling. 
In deriving equation (Xl)  the eigen functions were assumed to be normalized to 
ilni ty such that 
ivliere the () notation stands for integration in the 2, y plane. The constants K,, 
in equation (2.11) are known as the coupling coefin'ents. These are-the tenns that 
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break the orthogonality of the unperturbed solutions in equation (2.4) and produces 
the coupling terms. This can be written as: 
The \,, term can be written as 
anci the spontaneous emission term as 
The forward flowing photon flux densit- per angular frequency P,J will be 
clefined as 
Pw.1 = Bluta; 
dliere the proportionality- Bi is given as [TOI: 
Since PuVI oniy one angular frequency component. the total photon flux density is 
the integral of fi, (r .  t ) over the entire angular frequency ronge of interest: 
2.2.3 Corrugated Waveguide 
In a periodically cornigated structure, the perturbation 417 (x, y, z) in equation (2.7) 
\vil1 have a periodicity along the 2 direction. This can be written as [Tl] 
h q  (x: y, z )  = Aq,, (x. y) sin (Kz) . (2.19) 
Substituting (2.19) into (2.13) and negiecting the terms contoining Ar), (s, y)2, the 
following expression for the couphg coefficient wili resuit: 
w here 
From equation (2.20) it can be seen that a strong coupiing component will arise 
only between those modes that satisfy the phase-rnatching condition of P,,, - ,& = 
1;. -411 other components wiLI have fast osciUation tems that will average out to 
zero. If we focus Our attention to a narrow spectral range near this phase-matching 
region. the waves that contribute to this condition can be interpreted as two co~mter- 
propagating waves with propagation constants 9, and - lr7,I. The uniform loss 
(gain) term cm, produes a non-zero contribution only for the same mode, ie.. it is 
a self-coupling term. It represents the net loss (gain) in the waveguide. 
2.2.4 Coupled Wave Equations 
In the rest of this thesis, only the two modes near the phase rnatching condition 
will be considered. A11 other modes away from the phase matching condition wiU 
be neglected. These two forward and bachard moving transverse modes will be 
labeled with the subscripts 1 and 2 respectively- 
The resulting trvo coupled mode equations, after neglecting the time derivative 
and the spontaneous emission ternis, c m  then be witten as: 
aa1 ( z )  
-filL2az(z) = O 
dz 
aa2 (4 - tczial (z) = 0. 
dz 
These are the two equations that need to be solved in order to caIculate the 
longitudinal properties of the D FB cavity. The two-dimensional transverse prop- 
erties of the waveguide are buried the quantities nll, BI and a. The evaluatioo 
of these parameters for a two-dimensional waveguide structure wiU be described 
later in chapter 3. In the rest of this chapter the theoretical development of the 
DFB laser will proceed with the assumption that the quantities ~ 1 2 ,  Pl and ,O2 are 
already availab te. 
2.2.5 Coupled Two-Wave Solution 
The two-wave coupled equations (2.23) and (2.24) can be readily solved by substi- 
tuting (2.34) into (2.23). This results in 
I-sing equation (2.20) this reduces to 
wi-liere B12 is the phase of the complex coupling coefficient tels Assuming a solution 
of the form 
al (z) = al,e R= (2.27) 
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the following solutions for equation (2.26) can be obtained: 
Equations (2.28) and (329) describe the amplitudes of the forward and the backward 
traveling waves in the corrugated structure. Note that the e*jsz terms represent the 
traveling wave components while the e*' terms represent the exponential growth or 
cleca- terms due to the power transfer between the modes. The particulor solution 
of these equations requires a boundary condition. This wiU be described in the next 
section. 
The two new terms introduced in the above expressions are: 
where d is the detuning factor about the central Bragg frequency. This is defined as 
2.2.6 Reflection and Tkansmission Coefficients in the DFB 
Structure 
Referring to figure 2.1, the left and right reflection coeficients in a DFB cavity can 
noiv be derived €rom the results in (2.28) and (2.29) as 
a2 (OC) with boundary condition at r1 (A2/2) (2.38) 
a (O-) 
with boundary condition at 73 (-4;/2) . (2.34) 
Figure 7.1: Reflection and transmission coefficients in a DFB structure. 
S imilarly, the transmission coefficients can be mritten as 
al (Az/2) 
( 0 9  = al  (O+) with boundary condition at rl (A+) (2.35) 
a2 (-4212) 
t2  (O-) = with boundary condition at r* ( - 4~12 )  (2.36) 
a2 (0-1 
The detailed derivations for these reflection and transmission coefficients are given 
in -4ppendix -4. 
2.3 Multi-Section Distributed Feedback Laser Mode1 
Tlie essentiais of the multi-section DFB mode1 are built from the formulations made 
in the earlier section: namely the DFB reflection and transmission coefficients- En 
order to account for the variation in photon flux and carrier density dong the length, 
the DFB cavity is divided into a nmber  of subsections. Within each subsection, 
the photon flux and carrier density are assumed to be uniform. This is as depicted 
on figure 2.2. 
2.3.1 Reflections Through Multi-Sections 
In order to complete the picture of figure 4.2. the reflection and transmission coef- 
ficients rli ,  twz,i: t l j  and t2,i have to be calculated from any point inside the DFB 
cab-ity. This has to be done taking the non-unifom cavity properties into account. 
For example, referring to figure 2.2, the reflection coefficient rl (L - k / 2 )  in 
subsection n, is calculated using the boundary condition specified by the facet r F 1 .  
Siinilarly, rl (2Az + I r / ? )  in subsection 3 is calculated using tl ( U r )  as the bound- 
ary condition. 
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Figure 2.2: The laser structure is modeled as a stacked layer of several DFB sub- 
sections. 
Similady for r z ,  the reffection coefficient r2 ( & / r / 2 )  in subsection 1 is calcdated 
using the boundary condition specified by the facet r ~ 2 -  7-2 (2Az + k / 2 )  in sub- 
section 3 is calculated using r 2  (44 as the b o u n d q  condition. 
A similar recursive formulation can be made for both transmission coefficients 
in each subsection. 
2.3.2 Feedback Mode1 
Figure 7.3 shows the equivalent feedback circuit mode1 used within each subsection 
i. The left and right reflection coefficients are r2.i  and rl j  respectively as described 
in the previous section. alli,j and a2,i,j are the forward and backward moving fields 
in siibsection i due to fields transmitted from subsection j. Note that the three 
siibscripts for a denote the direction, location and origin of the field respectively. 
For esample. al,3?2 stands for the fonvard moving field in subsection 3 due to the 
field transmitted from subsection 2. a,i,i and aV2j are the field amplitudes due 
to the spontaneous emission in subsection i. o,ii is the forward moving field and 
aspl.i is the backward moving field. 
Referring to figure 2.3, al,i,i and a 2 , ~  are the forward and backward moving fields 
in the i-th subsection as a resdt of the spontaneous emission within that subsection. 
At stead-state, a1,i.i should be equal to the resulting value after traversing once 
aroiind the feedback loop. That is: 
This results in: 
Figure 2.3: Each subsection is modeled as a positive feedback element. 
Similarly for a2,i,;: 
Since a,l,i and a,~,;  are spontaneously emitted fields they wili b e  completely 
incoherent with each other. This fact wiU be utilized to convert the field equations 
into power equations. Due to this incoherence the time averaged overIap between 
the two fields will be zero, thereby eliminatlig the need to carry the cross terms. 
Therefore. 
This is an important step in the derivation of this DFB model. By converting all 
field quantities to power quantities, the requirements for handling the random phase 
of the spontaneous emission field axe conveniently avoided. 
The total spontaneous emission power per angular frequency in subsection i will 
be represented as P,,,j. Then the mount of power coupled into the forward and 
backwarcl traveling transverse modes can be related through the constants QI and 
0- as: 
The following assumptions regarding the coupling of spontaneous emission into 
various transverse modes wiU be made: 
QI = Q2; i.e: the spontaneously emitted pomr is equally coupled into the 
forward and backward directions. 
thenever there are more than one transverse mode present in the waveguide 
structure, the amount of spontaneous emission coupled into each transverse 
mode will be assumed to be equd. 
a Although it is possible to consider a realistic spectral shape for P,,qiy for 
simplicity it will be assumed to be a Bat noise spectrum. As a result, the 
spontaneous emission power wiil be constant within the entire range of optical 
frequencied being considered. Although this is not very realistic when a large 
spectral range is being considered, for narrow ranges it can be fairly accurate. 
From the above, the photon flux density (# of photons crossing per unit cross- 
sectional area per unit time) in the forwud and backward directions correspooding 
to al.; and a2.i can be written as: 
2.3.3 Tkansmission Through Subsections 
The photon flux density Pw,l.iTi wilt be transmitted to it's neighbouring subsections 
i + 1. i + 2. etc. Similady, Pw.l,i,i WU be transmitted to it's neighbours i - 1, i - 2, 
etc. This is shown on figure 2.4. As a result, the total photon flux density Pw,l,i 
and Pu.2i in each subsection i has to be written as a superposition: 
Figure 2.4: Photons generated in one subsection is transmitted through every other 
subsection. 
The value of (photon flux density in subsection i due to transmission 
From subsection j) can be determineci from the tmnsmission coefficients from sub- 
section j to i. This transmission coefticient will be denoted as tfj .  Using equations 
(2.4:3), (2.44, (2.45) ùnd (2.46), the following expression 
subsection can be derived: 
for the photon Bux in each 
Within each section. the stimdated ernission current can be written as (see 
derivation in Appendix B): 
The 2k3{77) term in the ahove equation represents the power gain in the medium. 
Fiirther. within each section' the currents due to spontaneous and non-radiative 
transitions can be written as 4, and 4,. Therefore, the t o t d  injected current in 
each section becomes: 
Ii = Ii,st + rivm + 1i .w-  (2.50) 
2.3.4 Facet Output Power 
Once the photon Bu?< t e m s  PWvI,; and are known. then all the information 
needed to complete the steady-state picture of the DFB mode1 are amilable ( s e  
figure 2.5). 
The facet output power will be the photon flux in subsections 1 and n= muitiplied 
by the facet transmissions from those subection. The total optical power out of the 
z= O 2=& z=242 z=L 
Figure 2.5: Depiction of stimdated and spontaneous emissions in each subsection. 
facets can then be written as [Il1 81: 
The integration is carried out across the transverse cross-sectional area and the 
angular frequency range of the DFB laser. 
2.4 Material Interaction Models 
2.4.1 Gain Mode1 
A simple gain mode1 appropriate for quantum wells wiIl be used in the rest of this 
work. Lt has been shown that the quantum weil gain peak and the injected carrier 
density are related logarithmically [72. 73- il, 75, 761. That is: 
In this expression a is the gain coefficient and n, is the transparent carrier density. 
Further, the spectral gain profile will be assumed to be Bat. This is similar to 
the assumption made earlier for the spontitlleous emission profüe. Although this 
is not very realistic when large spectral ranges are considered, for narrow spectral 
ranges it is expected to be reasonable. The simulations considered in this thesis are 
for spectral ranges of less than about 15nm. 
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2.4.2 Line Width Enhancement Factor 
The refractive index has a dependence on the carrier density [77, 781. This is ( iue 
to the free casrier or plasma effect, and the effects associated with the change in the 
gain s p e c t m .  Using Kramer's Kriinig relation this can be expressed by a constant 
a which relates the change in gain of the medium to the change in the real part of 
the refractive index. This parameter is also h o w n  as the Line-width enhancement 
The permittivity of the medium is e = 1 + x + x p  where the reactivity X, is due to 
the carrier injection into the medium. Since the refractive index is r )  = f i  it can be 
shown that for srnaII X, 
Tberefore. an increase in the carrier density n is reflected as an increase in the 
\rave-vector k,-. In the model. this effect of a c m  be convenient'y included in the 
detming frequency 6 such a.: 
2.4.3 Gain Saturation 
.At high photon B u  inside the laser cavity, the gain becomes suppressed due to an 
effect called the gain saturation. This is denoted by the symbol c. This is arises due 
to material effects as well as due to structural properties. For example, the effect 
of transverse spatial hole burning, which is a structural property. can be accounted 
for in c. 
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The effects of gain saturation is included in the gain expression as: 
At high photon flux densities, the denominator in the gain expression increases, 
reducing the overail gain. 
Method of Solution 
2.5.1 Formulation 
For the purposes of solving, the input current which is specified in the units of A/cm 
1\41 split in two parts: the part that contributes to stimulated emission and the 
part that contains the non-radiative and spontaneous emissions Inst: 
InSt is used as the input quôntity to solve for the transverse carrier profile. This is 
described in chapter 3. The effect of I,t is neglected in solving for the transverse 
carrier profile. This is tantamount to neglecting the transverse spatial hole burning. 
The resulting quantities are the spontaneous and non-radiative currents 1, and I, 
and the spontaneous volume current GW.,. The twdimensional quantities K,, and 
Jm are also calculated from the transverse rnodel. 
These two-dimens ional transverse quantities are used to calcdate the one-dimensional 
DFB reflection and transmission coefficients. These are then used to calcdate the 
total photon Rus clensity given by equations (2.43) and (2.44). From - the . total field, 
the stimulated emission portion of the current Lt is caiculated from equation (2-49). 
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Figure 2.6: Diagrammatic description of the numerical solution method. 
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This results in the total m e n t  I = I,, + Id .  Mathematicdy this can be tvritten 
as (see figure 2.6) 
I = 3 Inse (2.60) 
where 1 and InSt are given by the vector quantities 
and 
and .F i s  the non-linear matrix containing equations ( U 3 ) ,  (2.44) and (2.49). The 
goal is to h d  InSt for any given input current 1. However, for ease of solution, 
the approach taken here is to solve br 1 for a given Imt. Since 1 and InSt have a 
one-to-one correspondence, the two approaches are equivalent. 
2.5.2 Numerical Solution Method 
Equation (2.60) is highly non-linear and can only be solved by numerical itera- 
tion. The method foIlowed here is to assume an initial estimate for InSt for a given 
input current distribution 1. Since a one-pass evaluation of equation (2.60) is corn- 
- .  
putationally expensive! conventional methods of iterative solution would consume 
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excessive cornputational resources. In order to overcome thÏs diffieulty the following 
method is used: the iterative improvement on I,, is obtained by first obtaining the 
plioton Bus density distribution P 
The operator E in the above expression contains the equations (2.47) and (2.48). 
This is used in the following steady-state rate equation to solve for an im~roved 
value of ILst 
g in the above expression is the the gain distribution, which can be expressed as a 
fiinction of IL,,, ancl can be written as 
The repeated improvement on Inse by applying equation (2.65) is terminated when 
t.he improvement becomes negligible. 
2.6 Demonstration of the Mode1 
In this section the DFB mode1 developed in the previous sections is demonstrated 
rliroitgh a few examples. 
2.6 -1 Duncated Quantum WeU Gain-Coupled DFB Lasers 
Cornplex coupling in the form of gain coupling can be provided by periodicdy 
tnmcating the quantum weLls by etching [79, 80: S I 1  82, 83, 841. This produces a 
comgation in the r ed  part of the refractive index as well as the imaginary part. The 
imaginary part of the comgation will not be a constant, but will be a fûnction of 
the injection current. As a result, the strength of the mode selection properties wiU 
change as a ftmction of injection. In the following esamples, an eight-quantum weil 
Iaser with two truncated quantum weUs is considered. This is shown schematically 
on figure 2.7. The other relevant laser parameters are Listed on table 2.6.1. Except 
for the active region and the top SCH region, the rest of the transverse structure is 
as shown on figure 4.1 in chapter 4. 
On figure 2.8 the lasing spectrum as a function of injection curent  is shown for 
the laser structure described on table 2.6.1. The spectrum is shown for three dif- 
ferent injection currents: 15mA, 30mA and 40mA. Due to the gain-couphg effect, 
the long wavelength side of the DFB mode will be the preferred mode of oscilla- 
tion. The threshold curent of the laser is about 30mA. This can be identified on 
figure 2.5 from the rapid increase in opticd output power at the long wavelength 
side of the DFB stopband near 30mA. 15mA is below threshold and 40mA is above 
threshold. Below threshold, the gain increases with increasing carrier injection. 
With increasing gain. the line-width enhancement factor a causes a reduction in the 
refractive index of the medium. As a result, the spectrum shows the characteristic 
bliie-shift. Near and above threshold, the change in gain with increasing current 
injection will be extremely small because almost ail of the injected curent is ex- 
pended in produciog stimulated emission. This resdts in a smaller blue-shift with 
increasing injection. 
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Etch-Stop 
Figure 2.7: PeriodicaUy truncated quantum well gain-coupled s truc t u e .  
Figure 2.S: Lasing spectrum of the gain-coupled laser. 
Figure 2.9: Wavelength with injection current for the gain-coupled laser. 
z- Distance @m) 
Figure 2.10: In& as a function of cavity distance in the gain-coupled DFB laser. 
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Table 2.1: Table of numerical values used for the simulation. 
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On figure 2.9 the change in lasing wavelength with increasing injection m e n t  
is shown. As noted earlier, when the laser is below threshold: the wavelength shifts 
towards the shorter wavelengths. At and above threshold, more and more of the 
injected current contributes to stimulated emission instead of contributing towards 
increasing the carrier density- This is what is known as carrier density clamping. 
A s  a result- the blue-shift is much slower above threshold. In reality, however, one 
ivoiilcl observe a significant amount of red-shift above a certain current level due to 
die ohmic and non-radiative heating effects that takes place inside the laser. It is 
known that the refractive index increases with increasing temperature. As a result, 
initia- one wouid observe a blue-shift, followed b -  a red-shift with increasing 
current injection. The exact nature of the red-shift is highly dependent on the 
thermal resistivity and the geometry of the laser. In the above model, thermal 
effects have not been considered- 
On figure 2-12 the photon and gain (related to carrier) distributions are shown for 
cliffesent values of coupling coefficients K.  Since the threshold currents are different 
for these lasers, in order to make a fair cornparison, the injection current \vas set 
at 5OmA above the threshold current of the lasers. Figure 2.12a shows the photon 
Aux and 2.1% shows the gain profile as a function of the cavity distance. Note 
that as K increases from 60.0/crn to 120.0/cm the average modal gain decreases 
indicating a lower threshold gain. On the other hasd, the spatial non-uniformity 
of the photons and the gain profde increases with K indicating a larger amount of 
spatial hole burning. In generd, the gain and the photon flux distributions wilI be 
corselated to one another in such a manner such that the product of the two yield 
the stimulated recombination current of 5OmA. 
On figure 2.11 the optical output power as a function of the injection current is 
&ou-n. This is the well knotvn LI cuve  of the laser- 
Figure 2.12: (a) Photon flux: and (b) gain distribution in an index-coupled DFB 
cavity for ri = 60/cm, SO/cm, 100/cm and 120/cm at 1 = Ith + 50mA. The cavity 
length was assumed to be 325prn. 
2.6.2 Mode Selection due to Spatial-Hole Burning in Index- 
Coupled DFB Lasers 
Index coupled DFB lasers are normdy considered as  having two degenerate lasing 
modes placed symmetricdy about the DFB stopband. Although this is tme below 
threshoId, at  injections above threshold this symmetry is broken by the spatial hole 
hurning effect. Spatial hole burning is the result of depleted gain (or carriers) near 
the location of the peak optical intensity. Since gain (or carriers) and the refractive 
indes are related through the line-width enhancement factor a, this results in a 
higher refractive index at the Location of the peak optical intensity. The non-uniform 
refractive index profile along the length of the DFB cavity breaks the symmetry of 
the two otherwise degenerate modes. It has been shown that an opticai intensit- 
niasimiun wiIl be located at the rniddle of the cavity if KL > 1.6, while on optical 
intensit- minimum wiLl be located at the middle of the cavity for r;L < 1.6 [-2). 
On figure 2-13 the spectrum of an index coupled DFB laser with n = 2.6 is 
shown. The line-width enhancement factor a causes non-uniform refractive index 
profile to evolve in the cavity with increasing injection current. This results in a 
lasing preference towards the shorter wavelength DFB mode. This C a .  be seen from 
figure 2.13, where at low injection currents both DFB modes are equdy excited, and 
as spatial hole burning sets in, the preference shifts towards the shorter wavelength 
side. The corresponding refractive index profile is shown on figure 2.14. It can be 
seen that, with increasing injection current, spatial hole burning causes a peak in 
the refractive index in the middle of the cavity. 
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Figiire 2.13: Effect of spatial hole burning on the k i n g  spectrum of index-coupled 
DFB laser with K L 2.6. 
Figure 2-14: Effect of spatial hole burning on the effective index of index-coupled 
DFB laser with RL 2.6. 
Conclusions 
in this chapter the longitudinal model of the DFB laser was presented. Although 
it is difficult to separate the longitudinal part from the transverse part, for logicd 
progress in the presentation it was separated as such. The model is based on the 
coupled mode theory for comigated stmctures and is formtdated in the spectral do- 
main. The to td  power is obtained by integrating the spectral power. This deviates 
the need to handle the conceptudy difficult idea of a mode dong the longitudinal 
direction. The capability of the model to handle spatial hole burning, lasing spectra 
and LI cuves was demonstrated through a few examples. 
Chapter 3 
Distributed Feedback Lasers: 
Transverse Model 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the transverse two-dimensional model of the DFB laser is presented. 
In acldition to the two-dimensional optical model, it dso includes lateral difision of 
minority carriers, lateral drift of majority carriers, and recombination due to linear, 
1~irnolecula.r and Auger mechanisms. FoUowing the approach of Stern and Xu [85], 
the opticd mode profile is represented using a non-uniform-rnesh finiteclifference 
scheme and solved using the itecative inverse-power method. 
3.2 Two-Dimensional Optical Model 
Consider the eigen value equation (2.5) in chapter 2: 
(2, y) = [p: - k2v2 (x, Y)] En (17 Y) - 
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The two-dimensional optical model discussed in this chapter concems the sohtion of 
this equation for arbitrary complex refiactive index distributions q (x, y). When cast 
in a convenient form for finiteclifference impiementation, equation (3.1) becomes: 
11-here i and j denote the i and y polarizations of the field. The Pii and Pij terms 
can be shown to be: 
By choosing to implement a semi-vectorid approach, the P, cross terms can be 
neglected retaining only the Pii terms. The ridge waveguide structures considered 
in this thesis are only weakly guiding dong the lateral direction. As a result? a 
semi-vectorial approach should d c e .  
The two-dimensional space (x, y)  is discretized into a non-uniform mesh to ac- 
citrately take the intensity distribution of the optical field into account. Initially, a 
trial field distribution E,!! (s, y) and an estirnated propagation constant @O) are as- 
sumed. In the notation used here, the (0) stands for the û-th (initial) iteration. Using 
the initial solution, iterative improvements to the eigen equation (2.5) are sought by 
standard LU decomposition and back-solving. A giwn solution E!,: (x, y) is refined 
to E!.:+') (x, y)  by solving for a Lnew equation of the form: 
The constant M is chosen to nomaiize so that its largest element is equal 
to m i t -  The iterative solution of equation (3.5) will converge to the eigen value 
.j2 and its corresponding eigen vector Ei,,. The final d u e  of ,@ wiU be closer to 
the initial estimate P(*) than any other eigen d u e  of this matrix. Therefore: any 
required transverse mode of the structure can be caiculated by choosing a suitable 
\due for the initial estimate ,8(O)- This technique is known as the inverse Power 
[te ration Method and is adequately described in [S-5]. 
-4 transparent boundary condition (TBC) is used at the computational window 
boimdaries. This enables one to reduce the computational window size without 
introducing any unphysicd reflections off the computational window boundaries. 
The complev optical mode E (2, y) and its effective index r l , ~  are initially solved 
for given injection current around which the d-c. solution is sought. For s m d  
lariation in injection current around this operating point, the variation in effective 
indes is found by using the fohwing perturbative approach: 
& = & + (E ( f ,  y) pi) (1.- y) A>I (G d l  E (5, Y)) - 
3.3 Lateral Carrier Mode1 
The cross section of a ridge waveguide laser depicting the flow of carriers is shown on 
figure 3.1. The current is injected from the top of the ridge contact. The junctions 
are Located on both sides of the active region below the ridge structure. 
The two-dimensional Bow of carriers in this structure is governed by the drift- 
diffusion and Poisson's equations. Kowever, severd approximations can be made 
to greatly simplify this picture and to reduce it to an appro'cimate one-dimensional 
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Figure 13.1: The Iateral transport of carriers in the ridge waveguide DFB laser due 
to drift and diffusion. 
model. This can be done by identifying the regions where the transport is primariIy 
due to drift or diffusion- 
A s  shown on figure z3.1. electrons injected into the active region flow upwards 
and laterdy. Similady. holes injected from above will flow downwards and Iaterally. 
Since the active region is typicdy undoped, this region can be treated as being 
ambipolar and essentially charge neutral. Further. since the width of the active 
regioa is much smaller than the ambipolar diffusion length, carrier diffusion will 
primarily occur along the lateral direction. The recombination processes in the 
active region will be dictated by the linear, bimolecular and Auger rnechanisrns. [n 
addition. there mil1 be recomhination due to stimuiated emission in the active region. 
The recombined electrons flow as majority hole drift current on the pside. This 
is aided by the voitage profile that exists dong the x-direction. The finite sheet 
resistance of this layer causes the applied voltage within the width do to decay along 
the x direction due to the flow of this lateral drift current. SimiIaxly, there will be 
anotlier current term due to the hole injection from the pside. The combination 
of the drift and diffusion terms will characterize the electron carrier profile in the 
active region. 
3.3.1 Carrier Transport in the Upper GRINSCH Region 
Referring to figure 3.1, consider the voltage V (x) on the p-side of the junction. 
Directly under the ridge (1x1 < w / 2 )  this voltage distribution will be constant and 
eqiial to the applied voltage on the ridge contact. Away from the ridge (1x1 > w/2), 
it n-il1 vary as a function of x. It will be assumed that the n-side is relatively highly 
dopecl and grounded so that there is no variation in voltage on the n-side. As a result, 
the diode junction voltage will be equal to V (x). There are two sources of majority 
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carrier current on the pside: one supplementing for the recombination of electrons 
injected from the n-side- Jptz (x), and the other supplying holes for injection into 
the active region. Jpb(x). In addition, there wilI be  a current component due to 
stirnulated ernission Jd ( x ) .  It wiii be assumed here that J& (x) has a constant 
non-zero value directly under the ridge and zero elsewhere. This is a reasonable 
assumption since the overlap of the gain and the opticd intensity profile is typicdy 
confined to the area under the ridge. This is tantamount to neglecting the effects of 
transverse spatial hole burning. Transverse spatial hole burning is not expected to 
p l -  a major role in narrow ridge devices. This is especially true at low injection 
currents. Even at  high injection currents its effects can usudy  be included in the 
gain compression factor r. Further, the analysis done in chapters 4 and 5 are at 
thresliold or siightly above threshold. As a resuit. the effects of transverse spatial 
liole bwning wiil be neglected in this work. 
Outside the ridge (1x1 > ~ 1 2 ) ~  the following equations can b e  written: 
wliere .Js is the diode saturation current C.; is the thermal voltage, and R (2) is due 
to the recombination of electrons in the active region. The voltage V (2) along z is 
tleterrnined by the resistivity pz of the p-doped layer: 
Fiirther. since n (x) e p (x) in the active region. it will be assumed that 
Cornbining (3.7) - (3.10) resdts in: 
This second order differential equation can be easiiy solved. The solution is: 
From this, the injection current Jpi ( x )  into the diode can be found: 
At  .c = w/2 .  the injected current is 
Since the voltage is maintained at V between -w/2 < x < 4 2 ,  the injected current 
in that region will be equal to Jpj ( w / 2 ) .  For 1x1 > w / 2  the injected curent  wiU 
Vary as ./, (.r ) as given by equation (3.15). Further. since the stimulated emission 
ciirrent J,, kvas assumed to exist ody  under the ridge, this tenn has to be acounted 
for in -4, (cc l - l ) .  Above threshold: the carrier densitv and voltage me clamped at 
tlieir tlireshold values. As a 
the diode voltage. The totd 
result? Jst can be added to Jpj (wl2) without afTecting 
injected current can then be expressed as 
Jptw 
[Jpj ( ~ 1 2 )  + Jst] w + ?Jpr (w/2) do- (3.17) 
Substituting for Jpj ( ~ / 2 )  gives a quadratic expression in t e m s  of Jpz (w/2). The 
solution for J,, (w/%) will then be 
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where 
This completely determines the injection current profile Je (x). 
3.3.2 Carrier Bansport in the Active Region 
The minority eiectron carrier profüe in the active region is dictated by the continuity 
equat ion 
The volume generation rate G (x)  is given by 
and the recombination kSt (x) c m  be written as 
R (5) = q [-4n (2) + Bn2 (z) + Cn3 (r)] (3.23) 
where -4- B and C are the Iinear, bimolecular and Auger recombination coefficients 
respectively [S6: 87, 881. Rd (2) is the stimulated recombination rate. From the 
previous section, 
Jst R (x) = - for 1x1 < u y / ' Z  
dl 
= O elsewhere. (3.34) 
-4ssuming dorninantly diffusive currents, the governing equation for carriers in the 
active region becomes: 
D in the above expression is the ambipolar difision constant given by 
This non-iinear equation can only be solved nurnerically using iteative techniques. 
An initial estimate of the carrier profile is used to estimate the carrier Lifetirnes as: 
1 -- - A + 2Bn (z) + Z n 2  ( x )  . 
T (4 
The resulting second order differential equation is 
Since B is the radiative coefficient and -4 and C are non-radiative coefficients: 
the spontaneous ernission and non-radiative currents can be calculated from the 
resdting carrier profile n (x) as foilows [S9]: 
3.3.3 Interaction of Transverse Gain and Optical Profiles 
The overlap between the gain profile and the optical mode profle determines the 
one-dimensional quantity D{rleR} through equation (3.6). The gain profile is used 
for calculating the complex perturbation quantity Aq ( x .  y). As a resuit, it is not the 
transverse carrier profile, but the overlap between the gain and the optical profiles 
ivhicli is the important yiiantity. 
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On figure 3.2 the calcuiated transverse profiles for a 2.0ym ridge waveguide laser 
at the onset of threshold are shown. Shown are: injection profile J, (x), electron 
carrier profile n (x). gain profde Sk8{q) and the optical field profiie E (x). The 
vertical units have been arbitrarily scaled to unity for the purpose of clarity. Note 
that the extent of the carrier profile is much greater than the optical profile. This 
is the observation that Ieads to the idea of leakage m e n t .  However, note that the 
estent of the gain profile. though stiU greater than the optical mode profile, is much 
doser to the optical mode profile. 
On figure 3.3a the carrier profiles in a XOpm, l.+m and a 0.6pm wide ridge laser 
are shoivn at the onset of threshold. Note that despite all other device parameters 
being equd, the peak carrier density in the 0.6pm device is higher than in the 
:3.Opm device. This is purely a twcdimensiond effect. In a one-dimensional mode1 
the carrier density ivill typicdy be considered to be constant at the threshold value 
for a11 ridge widths. In addition, the coupling coefficients for figure 3.3 are calcuiated 
from the two-dimensional field profde from equation 2.21. These values are 55.l/cm, 
61 .?/cm and 66.0/cm for the 0.6pm, 1.2pm and 3.0pm wide ridges respectively. The 
two-dimensional interaction between the gain and optical profiles can be understood 
from 3.33. For the 3.Opm device the optical field is weli contained within the ridge, 
therefore most of the injected current contributes to the modal gain. Ln the 0.6pm 
device a significant fraction of the optical field outside the ridge. As a result, the 
peak gain under the ridge has to be higher to produce the same threshold modal 
gain. 
-6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 
Lateral Distance @m) 
Figure 13.2: Lateral distri bution of the injection current J,, (x). carrier density n (x). 
gain profile ZX-Djr)}. and the optical field profile E (3) for a LOpm wide ridge laser 
nt the onset of threshold. The following parameters were assumed: -4 = 2.5 x 
10"/s, B = 1.0 x 10-~~crn~s- ' ,  C = 3.0 x 1 0 - ~ ~ c r n ~ s - ~ ,  a. = 1000.0/cm, do = 
ISO.Onrn, dl = 2O.Onm, NA = 6.0 x 10'icm-3, p, = 100.0 ~rn*V-'s-~, p, = 
6000.0 cm2 V-'s-'. The twdimensional optical field is calculated from the detailed 
DFB structure shown on figure 4.1. The vertical scales have been arbitrarily scaled 
to iinity. 
Laterd Distance Um) 
Figure 3.3: (a) Carrier profiles and (b) gain and optical profiles in 0.6pm, 1.2pm and 
S.Opm ridges at the the onset of threshold. Ail parameters used for the simulation 
are given in figure 3.2. 
3.4 Lateral Leakage Curent Mode1 
Lateral Leakage current is loosely defined as the the current that "leaks" away from 
the ridge along the lateral direction. This increases the threshold curent  as well 
as the operating temperature of the device. Unlike in buried hetero-structure (BH) 
D FB Lasers. the lack of laterd current confinement. the weak lateral optical confine- 
ment and the higher thermal impedance in Ridge Aaveguide DFB lasers is believed 
to be reponsible for the degradaton in its performance. 
Leakage current has been 
commonly used definition of 
outsicle the ridge width [go]: 
defhed in various ways by several authors. The most 
leakage current is as the total recombination current 
Inhereot in this definition is the assumption that the optical field is u n i f o ~ d y  and 
completely confhed under the ridge width. St r ic t -  speaking, this assumption is 
not correct because there is always a finite field intensity outside the ridge width, 
especially in nmow width ridges. Alternatively, one can ako define leakage current 
as the recombination current outside the positive gain profile [61]. Although slightly 
more realistic. this assumption also breaks down for smalI ridge widths. In ail these 
clefini t ions the tw~dimensional nature of the op tical field has not been considered. 
In Ridge Waveguide DFB lasers, the weak lateral opticd confinement leads to 
a Finite optical power outside the ridge width. As a result. some of the current that 
florvs laterally away from the ridge can actudy help reduce the threshold current. 
I'sing the above definition of leakage current, one niight erroneously conclude that 
the threshold current of the device can always be reduced by reducing the lateral 
drift and diffusion components. Although this is tnie in most cases. it fails for 
ridge waveguides smaller than about 1 .Opm. A correct description of leakage cur- 
rent should include the field profile and the gain profile simdtaneousiy. Therefore, 
instead of defining a leakage current, it is more convenient study the change in the 
threshold current for a give change in the design pasameter. This is the approach 
that will be taken here, 
Threshold Current and GRINSCH Layer Properties 
On figure 3.4 the effect of increasing the GRINSCH layer resistance and reducing 
its diffusion coefficient is shown. For the large ridge devices. as the lateral spreading 
is reduced the threshold current decreases. However. for the narrow ridge devices. 
the threshold current staxts to increase if the lateral spreading is reduced too much. 
This is due to the diminishing overlap between the gain profile and the opticd profile 
as the gain profile is confined more and more under the ridge. As a result, it can be 
seen that lateral current spreading, which is typicdy defined as the leakage current. 
actually helps reduce the threshold current in narrow ridge devices. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the transverse tw~dimensional optical model of the DFB laser and 
the lateral carrier model were described. The opticd mode is solved by the inverse 
power iteration method. Current flow due to drift in the GRINSCH Iayer and 
diffusion in the active region were taken into account to predict the laterai carrier 
profile. The interaction between the optical and gain profiles determines the modal 
gain. The interaction between the optical profile and the etched regions determines 
the coupling coefficient. These are the one-dimensional quantities which are then 
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Figure 3.4: Reduction of threshold current by increasing the GRINSCH layer resist- 
ance and reducing the electron diffusion coefficient in the quantum wells for different 
ridge width DFB lasers. 
itsed in the longitudinal mode1 of the DFB laser. 
The change in threshold current with different GRINSCH Iayer resistivity and 
diffusion constants was studied. As a result, it was shown that the conventional 
defini tioo of leakage current is inadequate because it does not take the two-dimensional 
nature oof the optical field into account. 
Chapter 4 
Varying Ridge Width Laser Array 
4.1 Introduction 
-4 simple method for realizing wavelength control in DFB laser arrays is by vitrying 
the modal index of the waveguide stmcture. Although the modal index varies some- 
mhat with injection current, sdicientiy large shifts in modal index can be obtained 
by controlling the structure of the ridge waveguide. 
The verticai structure of the ridge is determined by the thicknesses of the various 
epitasiaily grown layers. Since the growth is a unifom process, it is not practical 
to control the vertical structure between adjacent elernents of a laser axray. Such as. 
approach wodd require a fairly involved selective area epitaxid (SEA) techniques 
[:39.10]. The lateral dimensions of the ridges, however, are defined after the epitaxid 
gromth phases. Conventional photelithography and dry-etch are used for the ridge 
definition. As a result, it is much easier to control the ridge width than it is to 
control the ridge height or the SCH layer thidcnesses. 
The deign concept of the multi-wavelength laser m a y  presented in this chapter 
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is based on sequentiaiiy incrementing the ridge widths of the waveguides. In the 
literature. the main concern in using such a scherne has been over potentiai mode 
instabilities and/or mdti-transverse mode oscillation of the lasers. As a result 
the few authors who have studied this scheme had restricted their attention to a 
narrow range of ridge width variation within which the waveguide was single moded. 
Naturails this resdted in a very s m d  tuning range of about 2nm. This is too s m d  
to be of much practical value. Although it is reasonable to expect that wider ridge 
waveguides will be  able support higher order transverse modes. a.il the elements in 
the laser array designed for this experiment continued to lase in the fundamental 
transverse mode. This condition was observed even for ridges that were ca ida ted  
to be wide enough to support multiple transverse modes. As a result it became 
possible to demonstrate a tuning range of roughly S m  while stiU maintainhg single 
mode operation. In this chapter the r ewns  for this transverse mode discrimination 
and their limitations are explained. 
4.2 Device Description 
On figure 4.1 the epitaxial growth sequence and the transverse ridge waveguide 
structure of an index coupled DFB wafer is shown. Quartenary SCH layers includ- 
ing eight quantum wells and barriers were grown on an hP substrate. The gratings 
(shaded regions) were produced by holographie esposure followed by an etch and 
re-growth process. The re-grown material was hP. This provided sufficient contrast 
between the etched quartenary material and the re-grown materid. The ridge wave- 
guides were processed using standard photo-lithography, dry-etch and a wet-etch 
finish. The ridges were coated with Au metdization and patterned using the lift-off 
process. 
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Figure 4.1: Layer structure of the index-coupled DFB laser. 
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A chip photograph of the laser array after processing, die-bondhg and wire- 
bonding is shown on figure 4.2. On each array a total of sixteen elements were 
designed with an element spacing of 250pm. The ridge widths were varied from 
1.6prn to ej.2prn in 16 incremental steps. The front facets were 5% AR coated and 
the rear facets were as-cleaved. 
On each element a thin f i  of Ti was deposited and patterned close to the active 
region to provide extra tuning functionalit- Controlled thermal dissipation from 
the Ti film resistor can provide a wavelength red-shift of as much as 0.65nm as a 
post-processing feature [64,65]. A detailed discussion on the Ti film thermal tuning 
is not included in this thesis- 
4.3 Single Transverse Mode Operation 
The modal index of the structure is determined by the width of the ridge as well as 
the refractive indices and thicknesses of each epitauid layer. A proper analysis of 
t hi s structure requires a full two-dimensional mode solution. The tw~dimensional 
semi-vectorial iterative formulation of Maxwell's equation described in chapter 3 
was applied to these structures to solve for the complex optical modes as well as 
their effective indices. The index profde of figure 4.1 was optimaliy discretized into 
a non-~iniform mesh allowing for b e r  cesolution in the waveguide core and coarser 
elsewhere. 
The calculated effective indices of the structure for the various modes as a func- 
tion of ridge width is shown on figure 4.3. Both the 3C and the jj polatized fun- 
damentai modes exist when the ridge is 1.6pm (the polarization select ivi~ due to 
strain in the quantum wells will be ignored). When the ridge gets wider than about . . 
2.4pm. additional modes start to appear. Beyond 2.2pm the waveguide behaves as 
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Figure 4.2: Chip photograph of the 16-element v i n g  ridge width DFB laser array. 
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Ridge \Mdth @m) 
Figure 4.3: Calculated effective indices for the various transverse modes in the 
~arying ridge width DFB laser array. 
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a multi-mode waveguide. In the DFB structure, a Iarger effective index wiU cor- 
respond to a longer lasing wavelength. -4s a result, one can expect a red-shift in 
wavelength as the ridge width is increased. Further. even though there are severai 
transverse modes in the structure, lasing is aiways preferred along the EH mode. 
The reason for this becomes evident from figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.4 shows how the coupling coefficient tc evolves as a huiction of ridge 
width for the various transverse modes. This was calculated using the two-dimensional 
mode profiles E (x, y)  using the perturbative approach described by equation (2.21) 
in chapter 2. It can be seen that R for the hdamental  Ed mode is larger than 
that of ail other modes. As the ridge gets wider. this difference gets smder .  At 
infuiity, the rc for aU the i polarized modes will converge at one point and that of 
the ij polarized modes will converge at a lower point. This con be understood if 
one thinks of an infinitely wide ridge waveguide as essentidy a pianar waveguide 
confined only along the y direction. Since there is no confinement along the x dir- 
ection, the shape of ail the lateral modes will be identical and uniform. Due to the 
confinement along the vertical direction, the 5 and y polarized vertical modes wilI 
have different mode shapes. The ij polarized vertical mode wiil be more confined to 
the active region than the i polarized mode. Note that the gratings are in the SCH 
region aboue the active quantum wells (figure 4.1). As a result, the overlap of the jj 
polarized mode with the gratings wïii be smder ,  resulting in a smder  value of ri. 
As the ridge gets wider, the value of n also gets larger. This can be understood 
considering the two extreme cases of a non-existent ridge and an infinitely wide 
ridge. In both cases, the waveguides approach the characteristics of a planar wave- 
guide. In the first case, as a resuit of the lower refractive index of air compared to 
h P ,  the average optical intensity in the SCEI layer will be srnaller. In the second 
*. - 
case, the optical intensity in the SCH laser will be larger. As a result, the coupling 
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Ridge Wcmi @m) 
Figure 4.4: Calculated coupling coefficients K,, for the various transverse modes 
in the varying ridge width DFB laser array 
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Figure 4.5: Cdculated threshold gain for the mious transverse modes in the vary- 
ing ridge width DFB laser array. This curve was calcdated using the coupling 
coefficients shown on figure 4.4. 
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improves margindy with increasing ndge width. 
The threshold gains corresponding to the coupling coefficients shown on figure 
4.4 for the various modes are shown on figure 4.5. For this calctdation the cavity 
length was assumed to be 325pm with zero facet reflectivities. Consistent with figure 
4.4 the Ed mode has the lowest threshold gain ensuring single mode operation. The 
difference in threshold gains between the main mode and the side mode is Largest for 
the smaller ridge widths. This difference progressively gets smder  for Iarger ridge 
ividtbs. Hoivever, throughout the operating range, the Ed mode has the lowest gain. 
4.4 Lasing Wavelength Shift with Ridge Width 
The calculated DFB mode wavelengths corresponding to the different transverse 
niodes are shown on figure 4.6- Since the structure under consideration is an index- 
coitpled laser' both ends of the DFB stopband axe shown. On the same figure, 
the measured results from the laser may are shown for cornparison. The meas- 
ured points can be seen to agree fair'y well with the behaviour of the EH mode. 
This confirms the expectation of single mode oscillation dong the Ed mode. The 
esperimental sample was 5% anti-reflection coated on one side and cleaved on the 
other. As a result, the syrnmetry of the two DFB lasing modes, which are other- 
\vise degenerate, is removed. This can be identified from the random selection of 
the lasing mode around the DFB stopband on figure 4.6. Further, the wavelength 
measurements were done at a current slightly above the threshold curent of these 
lasers. The total threshold current in this array actually increases with ridge width 
although the threshold current density decreases. This decrease in threshold cturent 
density is due to the increase in K with ridge width as shown on figure 4.4. The 
Iiiglier threshold current will cause the active region of the device to operate at a 
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Figure 4.6: Caiculated and measured wavelength vs ridge width is shown. The 
calculated lines correspond to ail the transverse modes in the structure, but lasing 
takes place on the fundamental transverse mode only. The random selection of 
the laçing mode on either side of the DFB stopband is due to the facet-phase 
irncertainty 
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higher temperature. This wiU cause an extra red shiR in the k i n g  waveiength. 
This is the reason the measured wavelengths exhibit a slight departure from the 
simdated c w e s  towards longer wavelengths at larger ridge widths. 
On figure 4.7 the spectrum of the 4.9pm wide ridge laser under direct s m d  
signal modulation is shwn. The device was biased well above threshold at 70mA 
and mod~tlated with an a.c srnail-signal sweep signd from 130 MHz to 20 GHz at a 
power level of -10 dBm. The arrows show the stop-band Locations of the higher order 
ErL and the Ef l  modes. This is shown to demonstrate that the single mode lashg 
condition is maintained even under dynamic operation. The side mode suppression 
ratio (SMSR) is in excess of 40dB under modulation. Although the time averaged 
spectnim is single moded under direct modulation. the Bit Error Rate (BER) is 
actually a function of the threshold gain difference between the different modes. 
This error rate is related to the iikelihood of momentary k i n g  along the mode with 
the lower threshold gain due to random Buctuations. However, a digital transmission 
test  vas not performed or studied as part of this n-ork. A detailed mode1 of the 
relationship between the side mode suppression ratio. theshold gain difference and 
the transmitted bit error rate can be found elsewhere [91. 92, 931. 
4.5 Simultaneous Multi- Wavelength Demonst ration 
of the Laser Array 
-4 16-wavelength gain-coupled DFB laser array was used in the demonstration of a 
four-charnel WDM transrnitter. To the best of the wthor's knowledge, this is the 
first such dernonstration of a WDM transmitter using this approach. 
On figure 1.S the set-up of the experiment is shown. The 16-wavelength gain- 
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Figure 4.7: Spectnun of the 4.9pm wide ridge laser uoder smail signal modulation. 
The arrows show the locations of the stopbands corresponding to the higher order 
t ransverse modes. 
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Figure 4.8: WDM experimental setup with the laser array, drivers and the glas 
waveguide multiplexer. 
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coupled DFB-laser array was mounted on a patterned-metal chip carrier on top of 
a heat si& and a thermeelectric cooler. Four paralle1 units of electronic integrated 
circuits containhg the d.c. bias circuits, pulse-shaping and Ti temperature control- 
[ers were wire bonded to four pre-selected lasers on the amay [94]. The choice of 
wliich lasers out of the sixteen are selected for bonding depends on the required 
channel separation. The output from the four lasers were directly coupled into a 
glass waveguide based multiplexer with a single pigtailed fiber output [95]. The 
glass waveguide array spacing was 250pm exactly rnatching the Laser spacing on the 
array. 
On figure 1.9 the spectrum from the simultaneous operation of four channels is 
shomn. The bias curent  for each laser was set at about 4OmA and slightly adjusted 
for equal coupled output power. Figure 1.9a shows the case of dense wavelength 
spacing of about 0.3n.m These are from four devices with small ridge width variation 
selected from the eight devices that were coupled to the multiplexer. Figure 4.9b 
sho~vs the measured spectrum from a selection of devices with larger ridge width 
variation. This resdts in a larger wavelength spacing between channels of about 
1 2nm. This demonstrates the flexibili ty of the laser array to adapt for applications 
in either dense WDM or coarse WDM simply by re-wiring the circuit. 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter the description of wavelength control using the varying ridge width 
approach in DFB laser arrays was given. It was shown for the fust time that single 
mode operation is preserved even in ridge waveguides that are wide enough to 
support multiple transverse modes. As a result, it is possible to extend the usefd 
tuning range to ôs high as hm. A 16 wavelength laser array using'this approach 
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Figure 4.9: Demonstration of four wavelengths into a single fiber with the varying 
ridge tvidth DFB laser array. The wavelength spacings are approximately (a) 0.3nrn 
. . 
and (b )  1.2nm. 
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%vas designed, fabricated, measured and compared with the theoreticai predictions 
from the DFB laser mode1 developed in the earlier chapters. The results were 
found to be in good agreement with simulations. Simultaneous WDM operation 
of four pre-selected lasers was demonstrated at CW for both coarse and dense 
ivavelength spacing using a hybrid assembly approach. This is the ikst such reported 
demonstration using the varying ridge width approach. 
Chapter 5 
Varying Ridge Tilt Laser Array 
5.1 Introduction 
It is well known that the lasing wavelength c m  be controued by altering the grating 
pitch inside the DFB cavity. However, directly controlling the grating pitch is not 
simple. especially in a laser m a y  configuration where the grating pitch variation 
has to be laterdy across the chip. Direct Ebeam writing [34, 351 and printed 
phase-rnasks [36. 37: 381 are two such schemes but they demand a fairly elaborate 
processing technology. From a reliabiiity point of view it would be beneficial to 
consider a wafer with uniformly etched gratings using holography. The varying ridge 
rvidth approach presented in chapter 4 is a simple scheme that takes advantages of 
this benefit. An alternate scheme, which is equdy  simple to implement, is to control 
the waveguide tilt with respect to the gratings. This effectively changes the grating 
pitch inside the cavity and provides a convenient means of controlling the lasing 
wavelength in DFB laser arrays. 
As early as 1978, the wavelength tuning effects by tilting the pumping line in 
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optically pumped GaAs DFB lasers have been reported [96]. Others have discussed 
the effects of mis-aligned or curved gratings in waveguides [97,9S]. Recently, Tsang 
et . al. from -4TkT reported experimental results from ôngled s t  ripe gain-coupled 
DFB lasers [ N I -  So farl oniy the wavelength as a iunction of tilt angIe has been 
investigated. This has been shown to roughiy vary as A - l/ cos O. The effects 
of the coupling coefficient (6) has been neglected or assumed to be insignificant . 
In [49] they allude to a slight decrease in K with tilt angle. But yet they neglect 
its importance and erroneously attribute this to grating non-uniformities across the 
mafer. It  has been found in this work that the decrease in ri with tilt angle is as 
sipificant as the dependence of wavelength itself. in fact. it was found that the 
increase in threshold curent  resdting from the decrease in tc is what ultimately 
limits the usable range of tilt angle in these lasers. 
Lihen the tilted ridge is wide enough to support multiple transverse modes sev- 
eral other interesting features dso  emerge. Since the tiIt angle effectively introduces 
a transverse periodicity in the gratings? the selection of which transverse mode will 
oscillate greatly depends on this angle. Further, due to the variation in ri with tilt 
(and the associated variation in the DFB stop-band), the exact relationship of lasing 
wavelength with tilt will deviate from the simple X -- l/ cos O expression. 
In addition to the control of lasing wavelength, tilted structures axe also used 
for realizing other performance enhancements. In S-bend DFB lasers: for example. 
the tilt is used to improve the single mode yieid and to reduce spatial-hole burning. 
So Eru- in the literature the dependence of ri on tilt angle has been neglected or 
considered to be of minor importance [99, 100, 101, 10.11. The findings described 
in this chapter has the potential to seriously impair the predicted performances of 
these S-bend laser structures. Nevertheless they were not be assessed or described 
as part of this thesis. 
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In this chapter, the theoret ical development and e-xperimental results leading to 
these new insights are presented. 
5.2 Coupling Coefficients with a Waveguide Tilt 
Consider a ridge waveguide that is oriented dong 5- Now a grating at an arbit rary 
angle 0 is introduced such that the perturbation in refractive index 47 (%,y) can be 
n-ritten as 
AT (x, y) = Aqo sin (K - r) (5.1) 
where 6 is the angle between K and f (see figure -5.1). In this context, it is con- 
\-enient to thinlr of the grating as a plane standing nrave that has both direction and 
rna,@tude. The waveguide modes will then experience a component of this corrug- 
ation dong 2 and another component dong 5. Using the equations derived earlier 
in chapter 2, equations (2.20) and (2.%1), the coupling coeEcient in the presence of 
tilt can be written as: 
irliere En, and 8,+, are the symmetric and the anti-symmetric components of the 
coupling, and 
The symmetric component is responsible for coupling between even o r  odd modes 
11-hile the anti-symmet ric component is responsible for couphg between odd and 
even modes. These con be expressed as: 
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Much of the mathematical derivations leading to the above results have been 
omitted. However, the main outcome of this formulation is that, as a resdt of 
the finite angle between the propagation constant &î and the grating vector K, a 
O 
periodic perturbation along the lateral direction is induced. Therefore. the effect of 
the  tilt angle 6 is not o d y  to reduce the grating wave-vector from I( to K cos0 (or 
alternatively increase the grating pitch by a factor l/cos 6): but also to reduce the 
coupling coefficient through the expressions given in (5.4) and (5.5). 
.As an example, consider a typical InGdsP l.55pm DFB laser with a grating 
pitch of 212nm and a ridge width of 3.Opm. Using equations (5.6) and (5.7) it can 
Ile seeu that it only takes about 4.6 degrees tilt to induce a transverse period that 
is equal to the ridge width. Even at much larger transverse periods this effect will 
still be important. As a result, one c m  expect a significant degradation of ri at 
angles much srnder than 4.6 degrees. This is show diagrammaticaily on figure 
-3.2 for various tilt angles. Obviously, this effect becomes more prominent for larger 
ridge widths than for s m d e r  widths for a given tilt angle. Further, this effect is 
not restricted to ridge waveguide structures alone. The formulation should be valid 
for al1 guideci wave laser structures inciuding buried hetero-structure lasers. The 
only diKerence would arise through the transverse optical mode profües for these 
structures. in a ridge waveguide laser, the lateral optical confinement is weak and the 
lateral ex*ent of the optical field is larger than the ridge width. On the other hand, in 
a buried hetero-structure laser the lateral optical confinement is stronger. This will 
result in an optical field that is well confined within the waveguide. Therefore. the 
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Figure 5.2: Contour plot of the fundamental 4 polarized optical mode (EZvo) and 
the effect of tilt-induced transverse periodicits 
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effect of tilt wiU be  more pronounced in a ridge waveguide laser than in a buried 
lieter~stnrcture laser for the same waveguide width. However. qualitatively the 
behaviour of the two structures wiU be similar. 
In a DFB laser, one is are primarily interested in resonant states only. in general, 
hybrid coupling terms do not produce resonant states. This is because the hybrid 
terms do not lead to the phase matching condition required in equation 220. This 
i ras  clisctissed in chapter 2. As a result, these hybrid t e m s  will be ignored in the 
rest of this chapter. and only the intra-mode coupling tenns will be retained. 
The longitudinai comgation will be the i component of K. Therefore, the center 
of the stop-band (bragg frequency) wiil shift as h& = Kcos 0 and the wavelength 
will shift as Ab== = A / c o s B .  Ln the case of indes-coupled DFB laser, there will 
be two degenerate lasing modes displaced from the bragg mode by half the DFB 
stop-band width. Since the stop-band width is a function of En, it c m  be seen 
t h  one cannot simply ignore the dependence of &, on O. Further' the relative 
tiiagnitudes of en, from the different transverse modes will have to be considered 
to determine which mode bas the lowest threshold gain. It was shown in chapter 4 
that the Ed mode always had the lowest threshold gain in the absence of tilt. It wiii 
be shown in this chapter that that will not necessarily be the case in the presence 
of a tilt angle. 
In the following sections, the effect of ridge tilt on single- and multi-transverse 
inoded ridge waveguides are investigated separatel-. 
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Figure 5.3: Layer structure of the loss-coupled DFB laser. 
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5.3 Single Transverse Mode Tilted Ridge DFB Lasers 
The DFB laser structure considered here is shown on figure .%3. It is a 1 -55pm In- 
C;aAsP/kiP wealrly loss-coupled GFUNSCH-MQW structure with four gain quantum 
wells and two absorbing quantum wells. The absorbing quantum weils have a smd- 
ler band-gap than the gain quantum weUs and are away from the p n  junction. The 
absorbing wells, which are grown above the gain ivells? were periodicdy etched off 
and re-grown with InP to produce a complex grating. The width of the ridge wave- 
gt~ide \vas designed to be single moded at Upm,  and the facets were A R  coated on 
one side and cleaved on the other. 
For the calculation, the complete twedimensional refractive index profde in- 
cltiding al1 epitaxial layers and quantum wells rïas discretized and input into a 
non-iiniform twedimensional mesh. Using a finite-difference scheme described in 
cliapter 13. the optical mode of this structure was cornputed. This was then used to 
find tlie comples coupling coefficient K as  a function of the tilt angle (equation 5.4). 
Due to the effect of tilt-induced transverse periodicity. h- deneases with increasing 
tilt angle. This is shown on figure 5.4a. It can be seen that R(K) varies from 
about l?O/cm to 20/crn as the ridge is tilted incrementdy from O degrees to 10 
degrees. As a result, the threshold gain of the device can be expected to increase 
qui te  drastically. The corresponding threshold gain (for a cavity length of 375prn) 
is sliown on figure -5.4b. 
On figure 5.5. the calculated and measured wavelengths as a function of the tilt 
angle is sliown. The waveleogth measurements were made at current levels just 
above threshold. The solid lines were calculated b~ neglecting the thermal effects? 
and tlie tlashed lines by including the thermal effects (The thermal aspects of the 
pcoblem are disciissed in the next section). For each curve, the two lines correspond 
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Figure 5.4: Calculated (a) Re{n) (b) threshold gain as a function of the waveguide 
tilt angle For the single mode 1.2pm wide laser. 
Figure 5.5: Calculated and measured wavelength rs tilt angle for the l.&m wide 
laser. Both the main lasing mode and the side modes are shown. The solid h e  
tvas ob tained by neglecting all thermal and linewidth enhancement effects, while the 
dashed line was obtained by considering both these effects. 
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to the main lasing mode and the main side mode. Due to the loss-coupling effect, the 
shorter side of the DFB mode is the primary lasing mode at low injection currents. 
The dependence of K on tilt angle is exempiified by the narrowing stop band width 
at high tilt angles. As a resdt, the wavelength vs tilt relationship deviates from the 
simple X -- I/ cos0 expression. The center of the DFB stop band will follow the 
X - l /  cos0 expression while the lasing mode being displaced from the center of 
the s t o p  band d l  deviate from this simple relationship. 
On figure 5.6 the measured spectra are shown for six different tilt angles. The 
measitrements were taken at a constant injection level of SOmA. The plots have been 
arbitraril- offset along the y-axis to enhance clarity. At O degrees and 1 degree tilts. 
the primary lasing oscillation takes place on the short wavelength side of the DFB 
stop-band- This is as expected from the loss-coupling mechanism. However, for the 
devices with larger tilt angles the primary oscillation shifts to the longer wavelength 
side. In fact. it has been observed that the oscillation s t ~ t s  on the short wavelength 
side at low currents, and then switches to the long wavelength side a t  high currents. 
This is attributed to a combination of several factors: (a) since rl progressively 
uets smaller with increasing tilt angles, the spatial hole burning effects will dso  get b 
smaller. This will result in a reduced preference towaxds the short wavelength side of 
the oscillation; ( b ) since the devices with larger tilts have a higher threshold curent  , 
die carrier density in these devices will also be higher for a given injection level above 
threshold- As a result, the absorbing quantum weUs will get saturated and become 
less absorbing. This reduces the preference towards the short wavelength side: (c) 
due to the higher threshold currents, the devices with larger tilt angles operate at 
a kiglier temperature at any given injection cunent. The gratings in this wafer 
mere placed with a negatiw detuning from the gain peak. As the gain peak moves 
11-itli teniperatiire? due to the nonlinear shape of the gain curve, th& will result in 
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Figure 5.6: Measured lasing spectra at SOmA for the 12pm wide tilted laser arrays. 
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a preference towards the longer wavelengt h side. Nevert heless, the main features 
to observe on figure 5.6 are the red-shifting of the stopband, the narrowing of the 
stopband and the reduced power in the lasing mode. These are a l l  direct results of 
the diminishing K. 
Nest. assuming a logorithmic MQW gain function of the form 
the threshold current density as a function of tilt angle c m  be written as 
9th ( 8 )  
Jth = .JO exp rra) . 
The two-dimensional opticai confinement factor was calculated from the mode 
profile to be around 1.4%. With a = 850/cm and AJ. = 15.3rnA, the resulting 
tlireshold current as  a ftmction of tilt angle is shown on figure 5.7 dong with the 
rtieasured values. Since gth is a function of B (figure .5.4b), the threshold current 
becomes ewn more sensitive to the tilt angle. As a result. the maximum range of 
tilt angle that can be used for wavelength control becomes limited to about 4 or 
-5 degrees. For the laser structure considered in this context? that translates to a 
wavelength tuning range of about 10nm. 
5.3.1 Thermal Effects 
The increase in threshold current as a function of tilt angle was shown on figure 5.7. 
This mas primuily due to the increase in the threshold gain with tilt angle. The 
increase in threshold gain as a functioa of tilt angle %vas shonm on figure 5.4b. As 
a result. one would expect a significant increase in the active region temperature 
at the tlireshold current with increasing tilt angle. Since refractive index increases 
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Fi,we .5.ï: Calculated and measured threshold current as a function tilt angle for 
the l 2pm wide laser array. 
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with temperature, this will iead to a red-shift in wavelength. However, at the sarne 
time, the increasing threshold gain in the device will produce a blue-shift due to the 
effects of the line width enhancement factor a. These two effects will be competing 
with each other. The end result wiU be a much smde r  net waveiength shift (red 
or blue shift) than one wodd expect from one effect aIone. On figure 5.5, the solid 
lines were calculated without considering any thermal effects and with a = O. The 
dashed line was calculated using a simple thermal model as described below. 
The change in wavelength measured at threshold can be written as  the sum of the 
red s hift due to thermal effects and the blue shift due to the linewidth enhancement 
effects. It will be assumed that the heat is generated in the laser by the current 
floiving through the parasitic series resistance of value Rs- Assuming a thermal 
resistivity of RT degrees ClWatt, and a a thermal wavelength shift of dX/dT: 
The dashed line on figure -5.5 was calculated using typical values of Rs = 10Q, 
dX/dT = O.lnm/deg C, RT = 100 deg C/W and or = -4.1. At 6 degrees tilt angle, 
AXthed ;c: 1.40 nm, while AX, -1.42 nm. As a result, the net wavelength shift 
with the thermal model and a = -4.1 is very close to the one obtained without 
considering either of these effects. Mthough in this example the thermal and the 
linewidth enhancernent factors have almost cancelled each other out within the 
range of measured \dues, in generd that would not be the case. Depending on 
the magnitudes of the thermal resistivity of the chip Rs and a, one may observe a 
residtant red or blue shift at the threshold current with increasing tilt angle. 
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5.4 Multi Transverse Mode Tilted Ridge DFB Lasers 
Consider the index-coupled GFtINSCH-MQW laser structure shown on figure 4.1. It 
lias T Iayers of different refract ive indices and thicknesses. For this study, the ridge 
rviclth and height were chosen as 3.Opm and 1.5pm respectively. The 3.0pm ridge 
11-itlth was chosen so that the stmchire is able to support at least four transverse 
modes. The gratings were produced by etching the shaded region on figure 4.1 and 
re-growing it with InP. Therefore, in calculating the transverse optical modes the 
average refractive index bet ween the etchedl re-gronn area and the un-etched area is 
iised. The amplitude Ar), (x, y )  will then be half the clifference between this average 
incles and the actual index in the re-grown areas. The two-dimensional non-uniform 
mesh was discretized with 10 points in each Iayer in the vertical direction (total of 
190 points including the ridge and air layers) and 4.5 points in the lateral direction. 
On figure 5.8 the resulting k t  order î polarized optical mode (EZv1) is shown. 
On figure 5.9 the coupling coefficient km, is shown. At O degrees tilt, the funda- 
mental Eza mode has the largest Cm,. As a resdt. k i n g  oscillation dong a single 
transverse mode will be obtained even though the ridge waveguide is rnulti-moded. 
This is consistent with the description presented in chapter 1. However, as the tilt is 
increased. the difference in Z, between the and the E,,,~J modes gets smaller. 
At some angle, both these modes will be degeneate and will oscillate simultan- 
eously. Further increase in tilt will favour the higher order transverse modes. It is 
interesting to note that the fundamental modes wiIl be completely attenuated while 
the liigher order mode oscillates. This is an effect that cannot be achieved by asy 
otlier means of design in a DFB laser. On figure 5.10 the threshold gains of these 
mocles are shown. Note that this is plotted on a log scde due to the large sensitivity 
of the threshold gain on km,. In this calculation, the device length was set at 325pm 
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Figure 5.8: Calculated contour plot of the bpolarized first order mode in the 3.0pm 
wide laser structure. 
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Figure 5.9: Calculated K~~ with tilt angle for the various transverse modes for the 
3.0pm wide laser array. 
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mi th zero facet reflectivi ties. The crossing points of the threshold gains correspond 
to the degenerate s tates of the difTerent transverse modes. 
The simulated emission spectnun just near threshold of the O* tilt (Eza os- 
cillation) and the 8" tilt (EYv1 oscillation) are shotvn on figure 5.11. The srnaller 
stop-band width of the S0 tilt can be clearly seen on this figure. Also, as a result of 
the higher threshold gain of the tilted device a larger amount of spontaneous emis- 
sion noise can be seen outside its lasing DFB modes. This raises the spontaneous 
emission noise 0oor of the spectnun. 
On figure 5.12 the cumulative lasing wavelength as a function of tilt angle is 
shoivn. Due to the effect of threshold gain on tilt angle the lasing mode will 
shift towards the higher order modes. This will correspond to a shift to a shorter 
iravelength. Although these shifts are shown as sudden jumps, in reality the tram- 
ition region will be somewhat smoother because both transverse modes will lase 
II-Lien the threshold gain difference is sufficiently s m d .  As a result, i t  becomes 
evident that the wavelength as a function of tilt in multi-transverse rnoded ridge 
structures will be characterized by discrete jurnps towards shorter wavelengths in 
addition to the 1/ cos B type relationship. 
5.5 Combined Effect of Ridge Tilt and Ridge Width 
Having studied the wavelength tuning effects due to waveguide width and waveguide 
tilt. it is of interest to know if the two effects can be combined to achieve a larger 
timing range. In order to investigate this, a laser array consistirtg of 16 elements 
ivith ridge widths incrementing from 1.6pm to 52pm and with tilts incrementing 
from O" to 7.5" was fabricated on the index-coupled rvafer structure s-hown on figure 
4. i. Tlie device geometries are surnmarized in table 5-  1 -
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Figure 5-10: Calculated threshold gain with tilt angle for the various transverse 
inocles in the 3.0pm wide laser array. 
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Figure 5.1 1: Simulated above threshold iasing spectra for 0' and 8" tilt angles for 
the :3.0pn wide laser. 
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Figure 5.12: Calculated cumulative Lasing wavelength as a function of tilt angle 
for the 3.0pm wide laser. Both wavelengths corresponding to the degenerate DFB 
modes are shown. 
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- 
Ridge Tilt (degrees) 
Table -5.1: Ridge width and tilt angle of combined widthltilt laser array 
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Figure 5.13: Cdculated K, in the combined ridge widthltilt angle DFB laser array. 
The two-dimensionai optical mode profiles and the coupling coefficients were 
calculated for this array of lasers. The results are shown on figure 5.13. From this 
figure it can be seen that for devices 1-3 the hindarnental Ed mode will o sda te .  
This wilI be foilowed by oscillation along Efl for devices 47 .  Subsequent oscillations 
n-il1 be along EzI and the EVi modes. Within each transverse mode the wovelength 
rt-il1 red-shift approsimately as 11 cos 0, and the transition between the modes will 
he characterized by a jump towards a shorter wavelength. 
The lasing spectrum measured at 30mA of injection current is shown on figure 
5-14 for devices #1, #3, #5 and #7. In device #1 the oscillation is due to the Ed 
mode only and the higher order transverse modes cannot be seen. In device #3 the 
higher order Efl  mode just starts to appear. In device #5 the EM mode is more 
prominent but yet the lasing tokes place along the Ed mode only. In device #T the 
k i n g  Lias switched to the Efl  mode and the Ed mode is less prominent. Note that 
r hese devices were index-coupled with facets AR/CL. Therefore the uncontrolled 
facet phase results in a random DFB mode selection as well as FP mode cornpetition. 
This can be seen from the spectra on figure 5.14. 
On figure 5-15 the wavelengths correspondhg to aIl the detectable transverse 
modes in the laser array are shown. Both DFB modes on either sides of the s top  
band are shown although only one mode lases due to the random phase of the facet. 
The non-lasing transverse modes are shom as dashed lines while the lasing modes 
are indicated by the solid lines. The thick lines correspond to measured points and 
tliin lines for simulated points. This figure provides a fairly consistent agreement 
I~etween experimental observation and theoretical simulation. 
The above findings can be confirmed by the measurement of near field profile 
iiieasiirements at various current injection levels. On figure 5.16 the neor field 
profiles of devices #S and #11 are shown just below and above their threshold 
Figure 5-14: Measured lasing spectra of the combined ridge widthltilt angle DFB 
laser array. 
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Figure 5.15: Calculated and measured wavelength in the combined ridge width/tilt 
angle DFB laser orray demonstrating the mode jump towards higher order trans- 
verse modes. 
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Figure 5.16: Measured near field profiles in the combined ridge widthltilt angle 
D FB laser array demonstrating the transverse mode jumps. 
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currents. Slightly below the threshold current a,ii transverse modes wiU be equdy 
excited by the spontaneous emission in the device because spontaneous emission 
does not discriminate between the various modes- This resdts in a more or less 
circular spot on the near field profile since it is a superposition of aiI the transverse 
modes in the waveguide. Pihen pumped slightly above threshold, the transverse 
mode with the Iargest K,, will start to lase while al1 other transverse modes are 
iuppressed. In device #S the lasing takes place along the E* transverse mode. As 
a result the near field profle shows an almost circular pattern even above threshold. 
On the other hand, in device #11 the Iasing takes place along the & transverse 
mode. This can be inferred from the coupiing coefficients shown on figure 5-13. 
A s  a result, the transition from below to above threshold is characterized by the 
near-field pattern evolving from a circular to a double-lobed profile. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter. a description of wavelength control in DFB laser arrays using wave- 
guide tilts was described. Using a full two-dimensional analysis i t  was shown that 
the simple of X - 11 cos B mode1 most frequently used in the Iiterature is seriously 
inadequate. La addition to the resonant wavelength A, the coupling coefficient tc 
ivas also found to be a strong function of tilt angle. The result was a signific- 
ant increase in threshold current with tilt angle, limiting the usefd range of the 
ivavelength tuning that can be achieved with this scheme. Further, it was shown 
tliat when the waveguide is rnulti-transverse moded the tilt angle selectively controls 
11-liich transverse mode will oscillate. As a result. it is possible to  design a laser 
n-ith lasing oscillation at  a higher order transverse mode while suppressing the fun- 
clarnental mode. These findings supplement the results obtained in chapter 4. Al1 of 
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the above theoretical resdts were confirmed with experimental measurements from 
a DFB laser array designed and fabricated with different tilts and ridge widths. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 Conclusions 
The important concIusions from this thesis can be briefly stated as follows: 
0 A longitudinal below and above threshold DFB laser mode1 in the spectral 
domain has been theoreticdy formulated and irnplemented (chapter 2). 
0 A full two-dimensional optical mode1 with Iateral carrier effects has been in- 
corporated in the above DFB model (chapter 3). This quasi-three-dimensional 
model enables a more realistic prediction of laser performance with longitud- 
inai spatial hole burning as well as  transverse two-dimensional effects. 
0 A multi-wavelength DFB laser oray using the varying ridge width approach 
has been proposed, theoreticdy modeled, fabricated and experimentally veri- 
fied (chapter 4). It was found that single transverse mode oscillation is main- 
tained even for ridge waveguides wide enough to support multiple transverse 
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modes- This array mas used in the demonstrated of a four-wavelength sim- 
ultaneous operation of a WDM transmitter, a tirst such demonstration of its 
kind- 
-4 mdti-wavelength DFB laser array using incremental tilt angle was demon- 
strated (chapter 5 ) .  With the use of the three-dimensional DFB model, pre- 
viously unknown dependence of critical DFB parameters on tilt angle was 
discovered- It was found that the selection of which transverse mode oscil- 
lates can be predictably controiled with the tilt angle. AU of these findings 
were substantiated with experimental results. 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
Fiber telecornmunications is presently witnessing its highest growth in history. As 
siich. it is not easy, nor will it even be wise. to predict its direction or make specific 
recommendations that would still hold tnie a few years from now. Nevertheless. a 
few immediate follow-up to this Ph-D dissertation can be recommended: 
a The dependence of the dynamic performance of the DFB lasers on their geo- 
metries has to be assessed. This will be the immediate next step if one were 
to follow-up on this research. Further, dynamic cross-talk between laser ele- 
ments is also an important study that could be of value in assessing the use 
of arrays in practical WDM systems. 
The results from chapter 5 cal1 for a reassessment of S-bend lasers. Aithough 
it is clear that the findings of chapter 3 would have a significant impact on the 
performance these lasers, it is not immediately apparent what .characteristics 
or to what extent these performances will be affected. 
Recommendations for future research do not end with the above comments on 
the technical aspects of the work. 1 am compelled to make a few general comments 
aimed at those who are entering the photonics area on the choice of their research 
topic. 
Formal electr-magnetics has been in existence for over a century. Semiconductor 
electronics, though relatively new, bas been in existence for at least half a century. 
Both are fair- mature areas. On the other hand. photonics is a new. exciting and a 
fertile research area. The primary reason for this is not a revotutionary advancement 
in either electro-magnetics or semiconductors. hstead. it is due to the merging of 
the two areas. Sirnultaneous expertise in both areas is what makes a research topic 
in photonics a promising one. 
As such. 1 would hesitate to recommend to a future student entering this area 
to engage in a detailecl fundamental study of one aspect of a problem alone. To 
the uninitiated, the extent of the knowledge required to caxq out a broad research 
program in photonics can, at first, be overmhelming. However, it has seldom been 
the case that detailed fundamental studies done have iead to innovative ideas or 
revolutiooary technologies. As in most fields of engineering research, and device 
research in particular, it is the novel combination of different disciplines that will 
inspire innovation and shape its future. The application of knowledge gained from 
clifferent areas of study and the appreciation for what separates engineering from 
piire science lias been the most rewarding part of this research program. 
Appendix A 
DFB Reflection and Transmission 
Coefficients 
A. 1 Formulation 
111 a grated stnicture. the field can be written as 
Interpreting the components as forward and backward travelling waves, the fol- 
lowing solutions can be obtain as detailed in section 2.2: 
A.2 Right Reflection Coefficient 
The relfection coefficient to the right of a point inside the cavity can be written as 
LTsing the expressions for a2 (s) and at (2) this becomes 
k i n g  the boundary condition 
a2 (4 
7-1 ( f )  = -
a1 (4 
This results in 
A. 3 Left Reflection Coefficient 
CS'imilaïly. the left reflection coefficient can be written as 
The boundary condition is 
This results in 
A.4 Right Transmission Coefficient 
The transmission coefficient to the right of any point inside the DFB cavity can be 
written as 
The boundary condition is 
This resdts in 
A. 5 Lef t Transmission Coefficient 
The transmission coefficient to the left of any point inside the DFB cavity can be 
written as 
a? (0) tz  ( z )  = -
a2 (4 
The boundar- condition is 
This results in 
Appendix B 
Derivation of Photon Rate Equation 
For the derivation of the rate equations. two counter propagating waves in oppos- 
ire clirections will be considered. The photon Bu?< densit- per angular frequency 
Pd. 1 ( z .  t )  for a wave propagating along the fonvard direction is introduced as: 
where the proportionality Bi is given as 
The total photon flux density is the integral of P,, ( z .  t )  over the entire angular 
freq~iency range of interest: 
P. ( i ,  t )  = / Pnu (2. t )  dd. 
W 
Tliese equations were given eaclier os (%.16), (2.17) and (2.15). 
Considering only one forward and one backward rnoving fields. ecluation (2.11) 
can be written as: 
From the above two equations and their comples conjugatest the following ex- 
pression can be obtained: 
IL,, in the above espression is the Petermmn factor for the transverse mode. This 
takes into account the enhanced spontaneous emission that aises as a result of the 
- 
non-orthogonality of cornplex transverse modes. This can be written as [IO31 
The right side of equation (B.6) c m  be interpreted as the total spontaneous emission 
pou-er coupled into the transverse mode R,. The resulting equation (B.8) is the 
rate equation for photons. This describes the dynamics of photons as a result of 
their interaction with the carriers, and can also be interpreted as a statement of 
power conservation. From the current continuity relation. the carrier rate equat ion 
(B.9) can be derived by neglecting the drift current term. These are: 
Pl and PÎ are the photon flux per unit area, n is the carrier density, v is the velocity 
term. G is the volume injection rate, R, is the spontaneous emission rate into that 
transverse mode, R, is the total recombination rate. J is the current density and 
y ( n ) is the optical gain function. 
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